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Epidemiologists talk about cause & 

effect in terms of:

Exposure

Outcome

Confounding Factors 

& Effect Modifiers



A third factor can cause a correlation 

between unrelated factors
 Ice cream consumption is 

higher in June, July, and 

August than other months

 The murder rate is higher in 

June, July, and August than 

other months

 Does eating ice cream cause 

murders?

??



Murder Ice cream consumption

Ice cream consumption Murder

Heat

Murder

Ice cream consumption



Causal
Statements
about 
data



Marriage Staying out of trouble

Staying out of trouble Marriage

Responsibility?

Staying out of trouble

MarriageSavvy criminal skills?
Job opportunity?

Education?
Traditional values?



Avoiding Error and Bias

Reliability – consistency of results over time

Validity

Internal validity

External validity

Random selection



VALIDITY OF EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDIES

Reference Population

Study 

Population

External 

Validity

Exposed Unexposed
Internal 

Validity



Bias and Effect Modification

Bias

Selection bias

Information bias

Confounding

 Interactions (Effect Modification)



Bias

 Any trend in the collection, analysis, interpretation, 
publication or review of data that can lead to 
conclusions that are systematically different from the 
truth. (Last, 2001)

 A process at any state of inference tending to produce 
results that depart systematically from the true values 
(Fletcher et al., 1988)

 Systematic error in design or conduct of a study (Szklo 
et al., 2000)



Bias

 Errors can be differential (systematic) or non-
differential (random)
Random error – e.g., use of invalid outcome measure that 

equally misclassifies cases and controls

Differential error – e.g., use of an invalid outcome measure 
that misclassifies cases in one direction and misclassifies 
controls in another

 Term “Bias” should be reserved for differential or 
systematic error (in epidemiology)



Bias

 In epidemiology, does not mean…
Random (non-systematic) error

Preconceived ideas, prejudice, unfairness

 Eliminating bias?
 Improbable

Requires a degree of control we normally don’t have

 Control of bias?
 Through well considered design, careful conduct of study, 

analysis



Bias, confounding, interaction

Bias
Primarily an issue of internal validity

Systematic error that results in mistaken conclusions 
regarding the relationship between the exposure (or 
explanatory factors) and the outcome

 Lack of bias  internal validity

Bias  compromises of internal validity
May or may not be fatal, depending on type and severity of bias

Random errors not bias – these errors are randomly distributed 
amongst groups/observations

But random errors may still invalidate study



Bias

 Many ways of categorizing types of bias

 Often conceptualized as…
Selection bias

 Information (or measurement) bias

Confounding bias

 Types of bias not mutually exclusive

 Note:  lack of generalizability in itself not considered 
type of bias
 “Bias” relates to primarily to internal validity

Generalizability relates to external validity



Selection Bias

Distortions that arise from

Procedures used to select subjects

Factors that influence study participation

Factors that influence participant attrition

Systematic error in identifying/selecting 

subjects

Examples are…



Selection Bias Examples

Case-control study

E.g. controls have less potential for exposure than 
cases
Outcome = brain tumour; exposure = overhead high 

voltage power lines

Cases chosen from province wide cancer registry

Controls chosen from rural Alberta

Systematic differences between cases and controls



Selection Bias Examples

Differential loss to follow-up

Especially problematic in cohort studies

Subjects in follow-up study of multiple sclerosis may 

differentially drop out due to disease severity

Differential attrition  selection bias



Selection Bias Examples

 Self-selection bias

Self-selection may be associated with outcome under study

Volunteers may be more likely to have disease you are interested in

E.g., study of prevalence of anxiety disorders

Advertise “Anxiety Disorder Study”

 Need volunteers with and without anxiety

Likely get more with anxiety disorders than in general population

 In other situations, volunteers may be healthier



Selection Bias – example

 Another form of self-selection bias

 “healthy worker effect”

 “self-screening” process – people who are unhealthy 

“screen” selves out of active worker population

E.g., want to assess course of recovery from low back injuries in 25-45 

year olds

Data captured on worker’s compensation records

But prior to identifying subjects for study, self-selection has already 

taken place



Selection Bias

Problematic in selecting control group

Want controls to differ only on the exposure (for 

cohort and some cross-sectional studies)

Want controls to differ only on outcome (for case-

control and some cross-sectional studies)



Selection Bias

 Diagnostic or workup bias
Also occurs before subjects are identified for study

Diagnoses (case selection) may be influenced by physician’s 
knowledge of exposure
E.g., case control study – outcome is pulmonary disease, exposure is 

smoking.  radiologist aware of patient’s smoking status when reading 
x-ray – may look more carefully for abnormalities on x-ray and 
differentially select cases

 Legitimate for clinical decisions, inconvenient for research



Selection Bias

Exclusion bias

Different exclusion criteria applied to cases and 

controls

E.g., in a study of mild brain injury

Cases – individuals injured in an incident causing mild brain injury, 

no other injuries, no previous psychiatric disorder, no previous 

brain injury

Controls – healthy individuals with no previous psychiatric 

disorder, no previous brain injury

Selection bias?



Selection Bias

 Response bias

Differential loss to follow-up

Differential consent rates

Especially problematic in prospective cohort studies

Certain people less likely to agree to participate, dropout rarely random

Retrospective cohorts also require ascertainment of outcome

Need a database that follows the whole cohort



Biased Sample vs Sample Bias

 Term “Biased sample”
May not refer to “bias” as epidemiologists use the term

Use of a hospital sample – study may have strong internal validity and 
still not apply to patients seen as outpatients

External validity issue

 “Sampling bias” aka “Selection bias”
Systematic differences in cases and controls, which impact 

on the relationship between the exposure and outcome



Selection Bias vs Selective Sample

 Selection bias
Selective differences between groups that impacts on 

relationship between explanatory factors/exposure and 
outcome

Violates internal validity

 Selective sample
Strict inclusion/exclusion criteria or sampling from a sub-set 

of a population

Not representative of population as a whole

May enhance internal validity

Potential threat to external validity



RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

Reliable

Biased 
(Not Valid)

Not Reliable

Biased 
(Not Valid)

Not Reliable

Valid

Reliable

Valid

Random error – measurement not reliable

Systematic error – measurement biased (not valid)



Information (Measurement) Bias

 Method of gather information which yields systematic 
errors in measurement of exposures or outcomes

 Using an “invalid” measure
E.g., administrative database that has not been validated

 Is this information bias?
Yes, if information is more likely to be wrong for one group than for 

another

not “biased” if inaccuracies randomly distributed

Either way, study validity may be compromised



Information Bias

 Misclassification of exposures
Differential

Proportion of people misclassified depends on exposure status

E.g., recall bias in classifying exposures

Non-differential
Misclassification independent of exposure

E.g., exposure = exposure to cold virus
Those who develop a cold are more likely to identify the exposure than 

those who do not – differential misclassification

 Case - “Yes,  I was sneezed on.” Control – “no, can’t remember any 
sneezing.”



Information Bias

 Misclassification of outcome
Again, differential (bias) or non-differential (randomly 

distributed error)

E.g., outcome = hyperactivity, exposure = mild brain injury
Teachers or parents asked about hyperactivity in children

Children with history of brain injury may be misclassified more often 
as hyperactive due to expectations (e.g., normal activity levels 
misclassified as hyperactive more often in injured children)

Differential misclassification of outcome



Information Bias

 Misclassification of confounders

 Limits ability to effectively control confounding

E.g., exposure = alcohol consumption, outcome = laryngeal 

cancer, one potential confounder = smoking

 If smoking status has misclassification, cannot control for 

effect of smoking

E.g., people differentially misrepresent their smoking status because of 

fear of being blamed for the disease



Information Bias

Non-differential misclassification

usually leads to failure to find differences that exist 

(smaller effect sizes)

Differential misclassification

Could mislead either way



Selection, Information Bias

Controlled primarily through careful design of project and 
careful study conduct
Careful subject selection, blinding of observers measuring outcome, 

etc.

Always need to consider potential sources of bias
 Identify in what direction these biases would influence the findings

As much as possible, selection and information bias should 
be avoided through good research design and conduct of 
study
But also some strategies to adjust for bias through statistical methods



Confounding

 A third factor which is related to both exposure and 
outcome, and which accounts for some/all of the 
observed relationship between the two

 Confounder not a result of the exposure
E.g. association between child’s birth rank (exposure) and 

Down syndrome (outcome); mother’s age a confounder?

E.g., association between mother’s age (exposure) and Down 
syndrome (outcome); birth rank a confounder?



Confounding

 E.g. exposure = smoking; outcome = lung cancer.  

Emphysema a confounder?

 E.g. exposure = gender; outcome = attention deficit 

disorder.  IQ a confounder?

 E.g., exposure = attention deficit disorder; outcome = 

reading ability in grade I.  Gender a confounder?  



Confounding

 In RCT, random group allocation controls for 
confounding
Note – randomization controls but may not eliminate 

confounding

 In other studies, control confounding through 
Exclusion

Not always effective, reasonable, practical, useful to exclude all 
potential confounders

Matching
Match on confounding factor

Statistical analysis



Statistical Control of Confounding

 Stratification
Present results stratified by confounder

Effective for small number of confounders
E.g., Mantel-Haentzel analysis

 Multivariable analyses
ANCOVA, MANCOVA

Generalized Linear Models
Multiple regression

Multivariate logistic regression

Multivariate Cox Proportional Hazards Regression

Etc.



Using Stratification in Confounding

Example:  exposure = gender; outcome = depression

Gender % Depressed

Male 17.7%

Female 26.0% RR=1.47

Is pain severity a confounder?
Pain associated with gender (exposure), depression 

(outcome), not a result of gender
So a possible confounder

Does it, in fact, confound the observed relationship between 
gender and depression?



Stratified Results

Pain Severity % Depressed

Mild Pain

Male 13.9% RR=1.2

Female 16.7%

Intense Pain

Male 26.7% RR=1.3

Female 33.6%

Disabling Pain

Male 45.5% RR=1.1

Female 49.5%



Good 

Luck!



Garlic is the key to good health

Be sure to eat garlic with every meal

Garlic-it’s heart healthy



Adapted from the work of Keith Salzman, MD and Gary Clark, MD. 

Study Design

Joseph P. Yetter, COL, MC

Colin M. Greene, LTC, MC

MAMC Faculty Development Fellowship



Hypothetical Research Question

Your mission:

Reduce the incidence of heart disease

Your belief:

Garlic consumption is the key to good health

Your hypothesis

Garlic intake decreases the risk of CAD



Descriptive Studies

Case reports

Case series

Population studies



Descriptive Studies: Uses

Hypothesis generating

Suggesting associations



Analytical Studies

Observational

Experimental



Observational Studies

Cross-sectional

Case-control 

Cohort 



An example:

Drive and talk Don’t drive and talk

Does the risk of having an accident differ?

Outcome:

Population #1 Population #2



Cross-sectional Study

 Data collected at a single point in time

 Describes associations

 Prevalence

A  “Snapshot”



Prevalence vs. Incidence

Prevalence

The total number of cases at a point in time

Includes both new and old cases

 Incidence

The number of new cases over time



Example of a Cross-Sectional Study

Association between garlic consumption 

and CAD in the Family Practice Clinic



Cross-sectional Study

Sample of Population

Garlic Eaters Non-Garlic Eaters

Prevalence of CAD Prevalence of CAD

Time Frame = Present



Cross-sectional Study

Garlic Consumption
+ -

C

A

D

+

- 90

10 90

10



Cross-Sectional Study

Strengths

Quick

Cheap

Weaknesses

Cannot establish cause-effect



Observational Studies

Case-Control Study

Start with people who have disease

Match them with controls that do not

Look back and assess exposures



Case-control study design

Exposure Disease Observer

?

Choose groups with and without disease, look back at 
what different exposures they may have had



Case control study

Disease

Controls

Exposure

?

?

Retrospective nature



Case-Control Study

Patients with CAD

Patients w/o CAD

PresentPast

High Garlic Diet

High Garlic Diet

Low Garlic Diet

Low Garlic Diet

Cases

Controls



Example of a Case-Control Study

Are those with CAD less likely to have 

consumed garlic?



Case-Control Studies:  Strengths

Good for rare outcomes:  cancer

Can examine many exposures

Useful to generate hypothesis

Fast

Cheap

Provides Odds Ratio



Case-Control Studies:  Weaknesses

Cannot measure

Incidence

Prevalence

Relative Risk

Can only study one outcome

High susceptibility to bias



Cohort studies
marching towards outcomes



Cohort study design 

(Prospective)

Exposure Observer  Disease

?

Start with two groups of people who are exposed and 
unexposed, follow them to see who gets disease.



time

Exposure Study starts

Disease

occurrence

Prospective cohort study

Exposure
Disease

occurrence

time

Study starts



Cohort study design 

(Retrospective)

Exposure Disease Observer 

?

Start with two groups of people who are exposed and 
unexposed, find out who got the disease.



Retrospective cohort studies

Exposure

time

Disease

occurrence

Case study 

Salmonella in Belfast

Study starts



Cohort Study

Begin with disease-free patients 

Classify patients as exposed/unexposed

Record outcomes in both groups

Compare outcomes using relative risk



Prospective Cohort Study

Garlic Free

Garlic Eaters

No CAD

CAD

CAD

No CAD

Present Future



Example of a Cohort Study

To see the effects of garlic use on CAD 

mortality in a population



Case Study

Weight Gain Spells

Heart Risk for Women

“Weight, weight change, and coronary heart disease in 

women.” W.C. Willett, et. al., vol. 273(6), Journal of the 
American Medical Association, Feb. 8, 1995.

(Reported in Science News, Feb. 4, 1995, p. 108)



Case Study

Weight Gain Spells

Heart Risk for Women

Objective:

To recommend a range of body mass index (a 

function of weight and height) in terms of coronary 

heart disease (CHD) risk in women.



Case Study

Study started in 1976 with 115,818 women aged 

30 to 55 years and without a history of previous 

CHD.

Each woman’s weight (body mass) was 

determined

Each woman was asked her weight at age 18.



Case Study

The cohort of women were followed for 14 years.

The number of CHD (fatal and nonfatal) cases 

were counted (1292 cases).

Results were adjusted for other variables.



Case Study

Results: compare those who gained less than 11 

pounds (from age 18 to current age) to the 

others.

11 to 17 lbs: 25% more likely to develop heart 

disease

17 to 24 lbs: 64% more likely

24 to 44 lbs: 92% more likely

more than 44 lbs: 165% more likely



Case Study

Weight Gain Spells

Heart Risk for Women

What is the population?

What is the sample?



Case Study

Weight Gain Spells

Heart Risk for Women

What data were

collected?

 Age (in 1976)

 Weight in 1976

 Weight at age 18

 Incidence of coronary 

heart disease

 Other: smoking, family 

history, menopausal status, 

post-menopausal hormone 

use.



Case Study

Weight Gain Spells

Heart Risk for Women

Is this an experiment

or

an observational study?



Case Study

Weight Gain Spells

Heart Risk for Women

Does weight gain in women 

increase their risk for CHD?



Designs

today future

D

D

Prospective Cohort:

X

X

X

past today

Case-Control:

D

DX

X

X



Cohort

Do the infants of mothers with good 

nutritional status have better 

outcomes at one year of age than 

infants of mothers with poor 

nutritional status?



Cohort study

Mother’s nutritional 

status:

Good

Poor

Survival of 

child to one 

year?

Survival of 

child to one 

year?



Cohort Study:  Strengths 

Provides incidence data

Establishes time sequence for causality

Eliminates recall bias

Allows for accurate measurement of 

exposure variables



Cohort Study:  Strengths

Can measure multiple outcomes

Can adjust for confounding variables

Can calculate relative risk



Cohort Study:  Weaknesses

Expensive 

Time consuming

Cannot study rare outcomes

Confounding variables



Cohort Study:  Weaknesses

Exposure may change over time

Disease may have a long pre-clinical phase

Attrition of study population



Experimental Studies

Clinical trials provide the “gold standard”

of determining the relationship between 

garlic and  cardiovascular disease 

prevention.



Example of an experiment

Ascorbic Acid Placebo

Do the average number of colds differ?

Do their average lengths of colds differ?

Outcomes:

Population #1 Population #2



An example:

Drive and talk Don’t drive and talk

Does the risk of having an accident differ?

Outcome:

Population #1 Population #2



Clinical Trials

Randomized

Double-blind

Placebo-controlled



Clinical Trial

Study 

Population

Treatment 

Group

Control Group

Outcomes

Outcomes

R 

a 

n 

d 

o

m     

i 

z 

e



Clinical Trial

Study 

Population

R

a

n

d

o

m

i 

z

e

Garlic Pill

Placebo

CAD

No CAD

CAD

No CAD



Clinical Trials

Strengths:

Best measure of causal relationship

Best design for controlling bias

Can measure multiple outcomes

Weaknesses:

High cost

Ethical issues may be a problem

Compliance



Questions?



Scenario 1

What are the risk factors for the development of 

sarcoidosis?



Analytical Studies:

Summary

 Cross-
Sectional 

Case-
Control 

Cohort RCT 

Cost + ++ +++ ++++ 

Duration + ++ +++ +++ 

Sample 
Size 

Varies Small Large Varies 

Incidence, 
Prevalence 

Prevalence None Incidence Incidence 

Multiple 
Outcomes 

Yes No Yes Yes 

Bias Prone Yes Yes No No 

Causality No No No Yes 
 

 



Scenario 2

What are the long-term effects of the daily use of 

topical minoxidil?



Analytical Studies:

Summary

 Cross-
Sectional 

Case-
Control 

Cohort RCT 

Cost + ++ +++ ++++ 

Duration + ++ +++ +++ 

Sample 
Size 

Varies Small Large Varies 

Incidence, 
Prevalence 

Prevalence None Incidence Incidence 

Multiple 
Outcomes 

Yes No Yes Yes 

Bias Prone Yes Yes No No 

Causality No No No Yes 
 

 



Scenario 3

Is there a difference between 

pediatricians and family physicians in 

the practice of neonatal circumcision?



Analytical Studies:

Summary

 Cross-
Sectional 

Case-
Control 

Cohort RCT 

Cost + ++ +++ ++++ 

Duration + ++ +++ +++ 

Sample 
Size 

Varies Small Large Varies 

Incidence, 
Prevalence 

Prevalence None Incidence Incidence 

Multiple 
Outcomes 

Yes No Yes Yes 

Bias Prone Yes Yes No No 

Causality No No No Yes 
 

 



Scenario 4

Does cigarette smoking cause 

lung cancer?



Analytical Studies:

Summary

 Cross-
Sectional 

Case-
Control 

Cohort RCT 

Cost + ++ +++ ++++ 

Duration + ++ +++ +++ 

Sample 
Size 

Varies Small Large Varies 

Incidence, 
Prevalence 

Prevalence None Incidence Incidence 

Multiple 
Outcomes 

Yes No Yes Yes 

Bias Prone Yes Yes No No 

Causality No No No Yes 
 

 



Questions?

Thank you for your time and attention.


